
ADOPTION OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE - COMMON PROBLEMS & CHALLENGES 

 

MICROSOFT POWER PLATFORM

 

Microsoft Power Platform is a unified platform that integrates
everything a business user requires from mobile tools, workflow, and
business intelligence. RefineM employs Microsoft Power Platform to
integrate the IT and business units to have a significant impact on the
whole business by executing low-code technologies. Microsoft Power
Platform guarantees effective “citizen development” allowing
corporate people to create applications and virtual assistants
rapidly. 

Develop your companies' semantic
data models directly in the data files
using Power BI. They are afterwards
visualised in reports and graphs. As
a result, it is a user-friendly tool with
limitless data slicing and visual
rendering options, as well as AI-
driven insights and forecasts. 

Power Apps enables developers to
swiftly create specialised business
apps that connect corporate data.
Regardless of whether it is kept in
the underlying data platform or in
other online and on-premises data
sources. Power Apps also provides
an extendable platform. 

Power Automate allows you to
construct automated processes
between your favourite apps,
including Dynamics 365, Outlook,
SharePoint, and social media
accounts. Not to pause, synchronise
files, receive notifications, gather
data, and much more.

Power BI Power Apps Power Automate

PERKS OF MICROSOFT POWER PLATFORM

ABOUT RefineM

REFINEM.COM

RefineM is a premier consulting firm that specializes in providing comprehensive data analytics and data
engineering services to take your organization to the next level. Our team of experienced professionals has a
keen understanding of the latest industry trends and best practices, enabling us to help our clients develop
effective strategies and solutions that drive business growth. We offer a range of services, including data
analytics, data engineering, focused on helping organizations gain valuable insights from their data and make
data-driven decisions. 

https://refinem.com/


TRAINING AS A SERVICE  

 

 

 

Pharmaceutical companies now work together, keep an eye on, and
communicate about real-time data to achieve operational excellence.
RefineM helps organisations use Power Platform to track real-time data from
several sources, integrate it into a single pharmaceutical dashboard, and
then dive down into the report as needed to pinpoint problems.

IN HEALTHCARE

IN PHARMA

With RefineM's Microsoft Power Platform services, transform patient experiences in
healthcare. Transform hospital operations and results while enhancing clinical
decision-making and care experiences by delivering in-depth insights, present rich
visualizations from data in dynamic, real-time dashboards and reports. Also
enhance patient outcomes by building Apps, Workflows and Analytics for
Healthcare.

POWER BI | POWER APPS | POWER AUTOMATE

IN MANUFACTURING

Transform your business by using advanced analytics for pro-active
insights and data to drive choices. RefineM's Microsoft Power 
 Platform services assist manufacturing companies in using data to
streamline operations, increase supply chain agility, and enhance
customer service boosting efficiency and profitability.

Directly Editing Source Data 
Storing Additional Data
Take Data-Driven Action

Using Power Apps, Power BI, and Power Automate in tandem can
provide significant benefits and improve your solutions. Developing an
end-user-centric dashboard and power app simplifies the user
experience.

There are several opportunities to combine and use these tools. Here
are a few examples of common applications that can provide
significant benefits:

GET IN TOUGH
405 N. Jefferson Ave., Suite 1013

Springfield, MO 65806
Contact@RefineM.com

+1(417) 763-6762

Data Analytics | Data Engineering
Helping organizations turn their data 

into a competitive advantage.

https://powerautomate.microsoft.com/en-us/connectors/details/shared_powerbi/power-bi/
mailto:contact@refinem.com
tel:1-417-763-6762

